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Welcome!
Our facilitators International

Network for
Data on
Impact and
Government
Outcomes

Please tweet throughout!
@ukgolab
#IndigoInitiative



https://golab.bsg.ox.ac.uk/knowledge-bank/indigo/

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell



The session is being recorded. Please post questions in the chat throughout.

1. Welcome and introduction (1:00-1:10)

2. Presentations: Hack Teams #4, #5, #6 (1:10-1:25)
Feedback / Q&A (1:25-1:35)

3. Presentations: Hack Teams #7, #8, #9 (1:35-1:50)
Feedback / Q&A (1:50-2:00)

4. Presentations: #10, #11, #12 (2:00-2:15)
Feedback / Q&A (2:15-2:25)

5. Close & Next Steps (2:25-2:30)
Technical & Learning Report
INDIGO Peer Learning Event, 22 April
Social Outcomes Conference, 9-10 September 2021 #SOC21

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell
Outline of today’s event



Participants came 
from all around the 

world!

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

How did it go?



We had 9 challenges:

• Aligning Outcomes to Sustainable Development Goals (INSPER) - #hackteam4
• User voice (GO Lab) - #hackteam5
• Open Contracting in Impact Bonds (GO Lab) - #hackteam6

• Puzzles for Measuring Girls Education Outcomes (INSPER) - #hackteam7
• Exploring Vaccination Data in the United States (Beeck Center) - #hackteam8
• A new tool for social impact (GO Lab) - #hackteam9

• Standardising the Indian NGO ecosystem service provider database (CSIP) - #hackteam10
• Visualising Foreign Philanthropy Inflows to India (CSIP) - #hackteam11
• An impact bond pipeline/nursery (Go Lab + Levoca Impact Labs) - #hackteam12

Next up at 1:15: Hack teams 
presentations

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

How did it go?



Show and Tell session
Hackteam#4



What was our challenge?

Objective: recognize the linkages between OBCs and SDGs by 
investigating contracts’ distinct features.

1. What OBCs have already done in terms of SDGs?
2. What are stakeholders’ main motivations?
3. Why (if so) are some SDGs left aside?
4. What are potentially unforeseen synergies that might be useful

for engaging stakeholders?



What did we do?

We analysed the 
different social outcomes 
from all the education 
projects and completed 
the spreadsheet with 
data on SDG alignments.



Some outputs: Sankey diagram for INSPER projects
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More outputs: Sankey diagram for INDIGO dataset



Jupyter notebooks for Sankey diagrams



Our methodology tracking notes:



Our discussion:

• How accurate is to classify one project with one SDG or with one
policy sector? Does an education project only have an impact on
education outcomes? Are impact evaluations measuring the
interconnection of social outcomes?

Social outcomes are complex! One education outcome can have a
positive impact on employment outcomes, or gender equality.
Outcomes related with health can also influence other outcomes too.



Next steps
• Keep working on data entry for SDGs! (Next

Hack and Learn?)
• This could be a new filter for our INDIGO



Hack and Learn 2021
Show and Tell session

Hackteam#6



What was our challenge?

Open Contracting in Impact Bonds



What did we do?

We looked for 
procurement documents 
and OCIDs! (Open 
Contracting IDs)



What did we learn?

It’s not easy! 

For many reasons:



Impact Bonds with different names



Difficult to navigate some procurement portals



Very difficult to find contracts,  
but not impossible

This and other contracts are online 
in the INDIGO Impact Bond Dataset already:



Next steps for #hackteam6



Any questions, 
suggestions, feedback?

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

Hack teams presentations

Next up at 1:35: Hack teams 
presentations



Puzzles for 
Measuring 

Girls 
Education 
Outcomes

Puzzle by Ladalle CS from the Noun Project

Hack and Learn Show and Tell
25 March 2021

#Hack-team7
Girls Education



Outcome measurement is challenging

Puzzle by Michael Weibel (all puzzle pieces)
Man by Jennifer Morrow

Woman by Jennifer Morrow
Mute by Guilhem

balance by ProSymbols

Time until outcomes 
can be observed 

Auditability of the 
measurement

Viability of the 
strategy

Quality of 
measurement

Interests of target 
population

Gender Gaps

Silenced Voices

Social Justice

Icons from the Noun Project (in order):

Priorities do not 
have a nice fit in 

outcome evaluation 

Girls Education 
projects bring even 
more complexity

clock by Alice Design
Pillar by Harold Weaver

Search by Lyhn
quality by iconsphere

Target by Ranah Pixel Studio



Achievements
Community building Identifying issues

Sharing knowledge

Analyzing data on OBCs



Gathered Information: Measurement & Girls Education



There is room for using such information in OBCs context

Out of 45 OBCs analyzed in Education and Social 
Care, only one DIB focuses Girls Education

• Investment: 0.28 million USD
• Location: India (targeting 18000 girls)
• Outcome metric: enrollment and learning
• Evaluation: RCT
• Results: Successful

What Girls Education oriented projects can learn from 
these contracts not focusing on Girls?

• 79% of them have outcome metrics that might be 
useful for Girls Education projects

What these other contracts can learn from Girls 
Education?

• 77% of them have outcome metrics that might be 
influenced by Girls Education, but gender is not 
considered

Source: Educate Girls DIB Final Report Evaluation, 2018
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b7cc54eec4eb7d25f7af2be/t/5b8f0cbb575d1fff85e739
7c/1536101613230/Project+Report_28th+August_Revised.pdf



An interesting testimony

Why have you chosen this challenge over all?

Education is a powerful tool!

What about the 
experience?

Conceptual limitations were 
surpassed in the process

What helped you 
in the challenge?

Previous correlated 
knowledge

How should we improve it?

Engagement

Gabriela Cáceres
Master Candidate at Insper



Puzzles for Measuring Girls 
Education Outcomes

http://www.gamma.ufba.br

Thank you!
Looking forward to continue working with you!

https://cienciadedados
ep.wixsite.com/cdep

Puzzle by Ladalle CS from the Noun Project

Would you like to discuss more? Contact us! 
• clarafop@al.insper.edu.br

• fernandodd1@al.insper.edu.br
• icaro.bernardes@ufba.br



Covid-19 
Vaccination Accessibility in the 

United States

Shirley, Nora, Veda



Why is accessibility important for Covid vaccination 
information?
- Why is accessibility important?

Equity

Access to protect individual and public health

- Laws and regulations: Federal and public laws, governmental policies: 
Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires agencies to ensure that 
individuals with disabilities have access to and use of Information and 
Communication Technology information

33



What are accessibility barriers to Covid vaccination?

- Created spreadsheet for federal and state covid vaccination websites
- Ran urls through WAVE, a suite of evaluation tools helping authors make 

web content more accessible to individuals with disabilities (WebAIM: About 
WebAIM)

- WAVE reports describe accessibility issues including lack of Alt text, low 
contrast, small font size, empty links

- Our team included language accessibility and ease of access to translation
- Created User Journey Map to visualize accessibility challenges

34

https://webaim.org/about/


The User Journey Map

Helps product designers (including services/programs in public and nonprofit sectors) 
understand their customers and problems.

Helped us understand where users face barriers in accessing vaccine information.

Created a hypothetical User Persona for Clara in Arizona

35
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Data from Federal and State Covid Websites



Possible Future Work

- Identify and improve accessibility, eg accessibility audits.
- Analyze how lack of internet access can impact vaccination access (Pittsburg recently 

opened up walk in appts with early results of increased vaccination rates for vulnerable 
populations.)

- Analyze US CDC social vulnerability index (SVI) or other similar indexes for insight into 
accessibility.

38



Social Impact Wayfinder: 
A New Tool for Social Impact

@ukgolab 

golab.ox.ac.uk

golab@bsg.ox.ac.uk 39

Hack-and-Learn Challenge Presentation

#Hackteam9, March 2021



Wayfinder Selection Mechanism
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itative



Hack-and-learn Challenge Structure 
Goal: Blend these two tasks:

41

Expert 
Roundtable

Beginner 
Roundtable

We paired off to stay on track and bounce ideas off
each other:

Hilary Olson , Tanya Chatterjee

Susanta Kumar Mishra, Fernando Deodato

Ami Shah, Mara Airoldi

Ana Pimenta, Pranay Yadav

Charlie Morgan, Shakti

Deah Bapuli, Jordan Bruce

Juliana Outes, Eleanor Carter

Emilia Lucy Nogueira Marinho, Iain Cloke



What do people think about the tool? 

Likes

● Simple, easy-to-use, quick

● Well-explained and accessible resources

● A useful diversity of resources, including 
both case studies and further jumping-off 
points. 

● Good to have an overview page and then a 
deeper dive upon clicking

● Resources are relevant, appear to be  “right” 
and popular, and some are novel.

42

Dislikes

● Some disagreement about the 
relevance of 5 questions

● Some options need clarification/ 
rewording
○ Micro/ Meso/ Macro
○ Output type

● Technical inconveniences
○ Page refresh for each choice
○ Resources don’t open in new window

● Difficult to sort through resource 
output



Hackteam Recommendations: General

● Reword some questions
○ Micro/ Meso/ Macro => add parenthesis with examples
○ Output format => Quantitative, Qualitative, Mixed Methods
○ Impact goal: Remove SDGs, or re-orient around SDGs

● Create a user guide with data definitions for clarity
○ Could be a blog post or a page within INDIGO

● Make the results page more flexible
○ Add filters to further narrow down resources
○ Allow people to change their initial framework selection from page.

● Add some additional relevant resources
43



Hackteam Recommendations: Technical

● If possible, remove page refresh upon each selection

● Create output filters on the results page

● Open clicked resources in a new tab for convenience

● Check that filters work correctly
○ Possibly a glitch on “agnostic” for question 5

● A couple links are broken or lead to a home page

44



Hackteam Recommendations: Long-term
● Create filters

● Add extra data fields and filters 
○ Choose which SDGs to target
○ Development/ Developed country context

● Rank resources by relevance or popularity

● Allow for export of the relevant spreadsheet

● Allow users to add and create resources

● Add function to re-select framework questions from results tab
45



Participant Comments on the Hack-and-
Learn
● Some participants enjoyed the strategy of assigning pairs, as 

they got a chance to get to know each other 1:1. 

● This was a fun opportunity to play around with the new tool 
and think about how to make it better! 

● It will be exciting to see how these suggestions are 
implemented to create an improved public tool. 

46



INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

Hack teams presentations

Any questions, 
suggestions, feedback?

Next up at 2:00: Hack teams 
presentations



Show and Tell session:
A project pipeline

Hackteam#12



What was our challenge?
A project pipeline! 

49

• Much of the learning takes 
place in the design phase

• Many more projects idea than 
launches – foster insights

• Facilitate networking in 
community with similar 
interest

• Reduce transaction costs
• Raise awareness of dynamic 

ecosystem "under the soil"
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What did we do?

Data mapping!



What did we learn?
1) We identified two key definitions required to develop the pipeline:

a) minimum requirements to be part of the pipeline dataset
b) minimum requirements for a project to move out of the dataset (contracted

projects to main IB dataset, others archived as e.g. 'alternative funding' or
'unrealised')

2) Stakeholders could think that this information is commercially sensitive
– what information can be shared easily?

3) From our list of variables, only 5 of them will be a ‘must have’. The rest
of them will be ‘nice to have, but not mandatory’.

4) There is a need to motivate stakeholders to send updates. Maybe
producing a quarterly snapshot of the state of upcoming impact bonds
will encourage them to share information?



What are we working on?

Data definitions:

• Minimum requirement to be part of the pipeline:

“A project can be included in the pipeline if there is at least one 'key 
stakeholder' involved in its development, where the 'key stakeholder' can be 

the outcome funder, the investor or the service provider”

Do we all agree with this definition? Want to provide feedback? Come and 
join our discussions on Slack!



What about next steps?

This is still an ongoing discussion!

• We need to have broader consultation with wider stakeholders on 
minimum requirements and 'must have' variables

• Pending work of data standardization (i.e. categories and formats)
• This is just a prototype. We will iterate many times until we get to a 

final version of our pipeline dataset. Come join us!



Next up at 2:25: Mara Airoldi

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

Hack teams presentations

Any questions, 
suggestions, feedback?



Dr. Mara Airoldi 
Director, 
Government Outcomes Lab (GO Lab),
Blavatnik School of Government,
University of Oxford 

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

Close… and see you soon!



Let's write a Technical and Learning 
report together! 

INDIGO Hack-and-Learn Show & Tell

Close… and see you soon!






